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0. Claim: J (Junct) is a functional element

• J is a functional element
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Our proposed J-structure ≠ den Dikken’s (2006) JP
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• Every functional element takes a complement.
• J can be realized by a coordinator or a modification marker.
• J’s complement is either a conjunct or a modifier.
• The combination of J and its complement is called J-set.
• A category-defining XP is merged with a J-set.
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• Two basic orders
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1. Argument A: Similar functional elements
 English does not have modification markers, but some other languages do  (Rubin 1994, 

et seq.). Mandarin:
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 Seven shared properties of coordinators and modification markers:
I. Like other functional elements, neither has a theta relation with another element.
II. Like other functional elements, both are a closed set.
III. Both must be associated with at least two elements:

One links a modifier to a modified element,
and the other links one conjunct to another conjunct.

IV. Neither has any category features, unlike other syntactic elements.
And does not project any categorial features (Zoerner 1995, Zhang 2010),
nor does the modification marker de in Mandarin (Li 2008).

Based on III and IV, Li (2008):
the syntactic behaviors of de and and are almost identical. 
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V. Both can be silent in a language or in certain constructions of a language.
English

modification marker∅: all the time
&∅: (1)  a. He had brought flowers, chocolate, champagne, and yet he 

felt unwelcome. (Neeleman et al. 2022)
b. They went, the one to Paris, the other to London. (Kayne 1994: 144)

Mandarin
modification marker∅: 

(2) Congming ren bu gan na-zhong shi.
wise person not do that-kind thing
‘Wise people do not do that kind of thing.’

&∅:  (3) Baoyu   Daiyu, ni xihuan na yi-ge?
Baoyu    Daiyu you like which one-CL
‘Baoyu and Daiyu, which one do you like?’
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VI. Both appear between the two elements, as a linker

a dependency marker (Nichols 1986)
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Three basic positions of a dependency marker 
 On the dependent element  On the Head element

 Between the dependent and the Head element (neutral marking) => Linker
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In Paiwan, a V-initial language (Tang 2008):
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 A linker is a clitic. Its 
position is not purely 
syntactic.



• The linker position of a coordinator
In both the head-initial and head-final languages:

• The linker position of a modification marker in Mandarin
(2) a. Baoyu shuo-de hen man. b. Baoyu hen man-de shuo.

Baoyu speak-MOD very slow Baoyu very slow-MOD speak
Both: ‘Baoyu spoke slowly.’
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VII. If there are more than two elements and only one 
{coordinator/modification marker} occurs, it must be next to the final element.
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Summary of Argument A: shared properties of 
coordinators and modification markers
I. No theta role feature
II. Closed sets
III. Connecting at least two elements
IV. No syntactic categories
V. Can be silent
VI. A linker position
VII. Next to the final element
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Conclusion from Argument A

• It is unlikely for coordinators and modification markers to share all 
of these seven properties accidently. 

• On the other hand, no other kinds of syntactic elements have all of 
these properties. 

=> The two kinds of elements can be unified: 
both realize a functional element,  
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A clarification
And in English is a proclitic: it disallows the conjunct to
its right to be silent; 
but the conjunction -to in Japanese is an enclitic:  just the opposite

(1) a. Can linguists [study negation]? Not e and stay sane they can’t.
b. *Can linguists [stay sane]? Not study negation and e they can’t.

(2) a. A: Robin ate fish. B:   And rice!
b. Robin-wa sakana-o tabeta. B:   *to  gohan! (Zoerner 1995: 33)

Robin-TOP fish-ACC eat-PST and rice

De in Mandarin is an enclitic (C. Huang 1989), and thus it disallows the element to its 
left to be silent, similar to –to ‘and’ in Japanese.
• The position of the silent element is not necessarily that of the complement of J.
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2. Argument B: Only one element is categorially 
significant
In a modification construction, it is modified element that decides the 
category of the whole complex. 
The category of the modifier is ignored.
In a coordinate construction, if the two conjuncts are different in their 
category, the one next to X must satisfy the c-selection of X.
The category of the other conjunct can be ignored.
X = V
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X= P (Sag et al. 1985, Bruening 2022)
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=> In both a modification and a coordinate construction, 
one element alone satisfies the c-selection of the complex by a higher element.
This element is the sister of the J-set.
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3. Argument C: Optionality
In a coordinate or modification complex, only one of the elements is 
syntactically significant, and 
the other element(s) (together with J) can be optional, 
although the optional one enriches the construction semantically.
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4. Argument D: Alternation possibilities between 
coordination and modification

Mod => &
(1) I read his paper quickly.

Reading A: ‘I engaged in a quick reading of his paper.’ 
Reading B: ‘There is an event of reading of the paper by me, and the event was 
quick.’ 

Reading B is synonymous with (2) (Progovac 1999)
(2) I read his paper, and quickly.

& => Mod (Culicover & Jackendoff 1997)
(3) You drink one more can of beer and I'm leaving.

(=  If you drink another can of beer, I'm leaving.) 

“Asymmetrical coordination”. See Freidin (2020: 48ff) for more examples.
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5. Argument E: Stackability

Both modifiers and conjuncts can be stacked, unlike arguments.

Unbound unstructured coordination (Chomsky 2013) :

(1) I met someone young, happy, eager to go to college, tired of 
wasting time, … 
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6. Argument F: the position flexibility of the J-set
J-set = the combination of J and its complement (i.e., a modifier or the 
internal conjunct)
Modification:
(1) a. I opened the door quickly. b. I quickly opened the door.
(2)
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Coordination?
(1)

• Consider the pronominalization between α and β in a verbal coordination.
(2) [[+V] … α … ] & [[+V] … β … ]

• Two patterns: 
A: The left conjunct has an adverbial reading
B: In other cases
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Pattern A: the left conjunct has an adverbial reading

Pronominalization is free (Culicover & Jackendoff 1997, Privoznov 2021)
Conditional
&: The left-conjunct has a conditional reading
(1) a. [Give it1 fresh fish], and [a cat1 will love you forever].

b. [Give a cat1 fresh fish], and [it1 will love you forever].
(2) a. [A picture of him1 in the newspaper] and [a politician1 will have high name

recognition].
b. [A picture of a politician1 in the newspaper] and [he1 will have high name

recognition].

Adv: The left clause is a conditional adverbial
(3) a. [If you give it1 fresh fish], [a cat1 will love you forever].

b. [If you give a cat1 fresh fish], [it1 will love you forever].
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Concessive
&: The left conjunct has a concessive reading
(1) a. You can [give it1 fresh meat every day], [and still not make a tiger1

your friend].
b. You can [give a tiger1 fresh meat every day], [and still not make it1

your friend].

Adv: The left clause is a concessive adverbial
(2) a. Even if you can [give it1 fresh meat every day], [still not make a tiger1

your friend].
b. Even if you can [give a tiger1 fresh meat every day], [still not make it1

your friend].
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Pattern B: In other types of coordinations

Pronominalization is not free
(1) a. [Some woman1 sat at a table] and [the host offered her1 drinks].

b. *[She1 sat at a table] and [the host offered some woman1 drinks].
(2) a.  Penelope [cursed Peteri and slandered himi]

b. *Penelope [cursed himi and slandered Peteri]     (Langacker 1969:  162)

⇒ In Pattern B, the left conjunct does not behave like a left adverbial.
⇒ The left conjuncts may have different structural positions in different 

coordinate constructions.
⇒ If a left conjunct has an adverbial reading, it may have the same structural 

position as a left adverbial.
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It is possible for the two kinds of left conjuncts to have different
positions:

If a left conjunct has an adverbial reading, it has the same position as a left
adverbial, i.e., it is in the J-set, as in (1b);
otherwise, it is the sister of a J-set, as in (1a).

=> ≈ an adverbial construction, a J-set can be at right or left.
(1)
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A possible syntax-prosodic mismatch
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(1) a. Baoyu hen man-de shuo. b. Baoyu  shuo-de hen man.
Baoyu very slow-MOD speak Baoyu speak-MOD very slow
Both: ‘Baoyu spoke slowly.’
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• The position flexibility of a modifier is not found in all types of 
modification constructions.
Similarly, the adverbial reading of a conjunct is not found in all types of 
coordination constructions.
It is the existence of such a possibility that counts in our argumentation.

• The contrast between Pattern A (the left J-set pattern) and Pattern B (the 
right J-set pattern) is compatible with the hierarchical analysis of 
coordination, rather than any pure linear order analysis of coordination 
(e.g., Al Khalaf 2015,  Neeleman et al. 2022).
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So far, 
0.   Claim: a functional element J can be realized by either a modification marker or 
a coordinator
1. Argument A: 7 shared properties of coordinators and modification markers
2. Argument B: only one categorially significant element 
3. Argument C: optionality
4. Argument D: alternation possibilities between coordination and modification
5. Argument E: stackability
6. Argument F: the position flexibility of the J-set 

7.   Theoretical considerations …
8.   Extension …
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7. Theoretical considerations

7.1 Generalizing integrators of categoryless elements 
• J has no category features.
• A J-set is also categoryless.
• It has been assumed that it is a head element (v/n) that integrates a 

categoryless element into a structure. 
But in the J-theory, the integrator of the categoryless J-set can be a phrase. 

• There is no empirical/theoretical reason to ban a phrase from integrating 
a categoryless element into a structure. 

• A potentially unmotivated restriction can be removed.
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7.2 Unifying coordination and modification in syntax
I. Functional elements
• No more &P (e.g., Munn 1987, Zoener 1995, Johannessen 1998) 
• No more ModP (Rubin 1994, 1996, 2003)
• J unifies them.

 



II. Syntactic representations

Munn (1992, 1993): coordination has an adjunction structure. & => Mod
Progovac (1999: 142): “VP adverbial attachment can be analyzed as 
coordination with a silent conjunction head”. Also Bošković (2020: 230).

Mod => &

• The J-theory captures both perspectives.
• The J-theory is also compatible with Bošković’s (2020) effort to unify the 

adjunct and conjunct islands.
• Two more issues:
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the lexical properties of the element 
that realizes J (e.g., disjunctive, 

adversative) 

 the familiar difference between modification and coordination
• The default relation between XP and YP in coordination: parallel
• The default relation between XP and YP in modification: not parallel
• Overall, 

+


the semantic distinction between a coordination

and a modification construction
• Not a configuration issue.

39

the default semantic 
relation between YP

and XP
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 The relation between argument-taking and other representation
• Both an external argument (Kratzer 1996) and a regular internal argument 

(Borer 2005, Ramchand 2008) are introduced by a functional projection.
(other argument-like nominals, which restrict rather than saturate the meaning of a verb, 
can be base-generated in VP; cf. Frey 2022).

• A non-argument is introduced by the categoryless functional element J.
Cf. Cinque (1994, 1997): each modifier is the Spec of a dedicated null functional head.
Alternatively, the integrator of a J-set can be at various levels. 

=> In both cases, a functional element introduces another element into the 
structure.

• It is the feature makeup of a functional element, rather than any special 
type of representation, that explains the differences between a non-
argument-taking relation and an argument-taking relation. 

• J does not have a category feature, but other functional elements do.
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III. Syntactic operations
Available operations:
• The merge between a categoryless element and its integrator 
• The merge of a functional element and its complement

=> There is no need to assume the operation Adjunction/Pair Merge 
in the computation system.

• J is a functional element that has no category feature. 
This property of J has syntactic impact.
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8. Extension: integrating roots in compounds 
A compound can be categorially underspecified
(1) a. Ta xiang zuo-you wo. Verb [Mandarin]

he want left-right I
‘He wants to control me.’

b. Ta rang wo zuo-you bu shi ren. Adv.
he make I left-right   not be person
‘He put me in a very difficult position.’

A coordinator/modification marker may occur in compounds 
(2)   a. spic and span (Gleitman 1965) b.   surf-and-turf 
(3)   a. ai-zhi-wei b.   jiu-er-jiu-zhi [Mandarin]

love-MOD-taste long-and-long-SFX
‘a food brand name in Taiwan’ ‘after a long time’
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• Theoretically, it is problematic for a functional projection (e.g., the 
assumed &P or ModP) to occur in a cluster that has not been 
categorized.
cf. Nóbrega & Panagiotidis (2020) 

• The categoryless J may link roots in compounds, before the root cluster 
is categorized (cf. Zhang 2007).
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Summary
0.   Claim: a functional element J can be realized by either a modification marker or 
a coordinator
1. Argument A: 7 shared properties of coordinators and modification markers
2. Argument B: only one categorially significant element 
3. Argument C: optionality
4. Argument D: alternation possibilities between coordination and modification
5. Argument E: stackability
6. Argument F: the position flexibility of the J-set 
7. Theoretical considerations

7.1 Generalizing integrators of categoryless elements
7.2 Unifying coordination and modification in syntax

 J instead of & and Mod 
 the same configurations for coordination and modification 
 no Adjunction/Pair Merge operation

8.   Extension: roots are joined by J in compounds, before categorization
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